Thermodynamic pressure of simple fluids confined in cylindrical nanopores by isothermal-isobaric Monte Carlo: influence of fluid/substrate interactions.
The thermodynamic pressure or grand potential density is calculated by isobaric-isothermal Monte Carlo algorithm for simple Lennard-Jones fluid confined in cylindrical pores presenting chemical heterogeneities along their axis. Heuristic arguments and simulation results show that the thermodynamic pressure of the confined fluid contains two contributions. The first term is the usual pressure of the bulk fluid for a density equal to the confined fluid density defined as the total number of confined particles divided by the accessible volume due to thermal agitation. A second term has to be added, which is empirically shown to be proportional to the fluid/wall interface area and almost constant along the adsorption and desorption branches. This interfacial contribution, calculated for various pore models, has small variations reminiscent of the fluid adsorption/desorption properties calculated in the various pores. In particular, it is shown that this interfacial quantity is maximum for a fluid/substrate interaction intensity of the same order as the fluid/fluid one, while the thermodynamic pressure at which rapid desorption occurs presents a minimum. Stronger or weaker fluid/wall affinity favors gas state nucleation on the desorption of confined fluids.